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Membership increase time. Waiting every five years candidate but a part of a

to vote for whatever
greater movement, a
nationalist party is actually
movement of people not
standing in your ward is also politicians, a movement of
a complete waste of time. If new Fascism, and together
you want change then you
step by step we will build a
have to be prepared to work better Britain.
for it or at least support those
who are willing to work for it.
The quiet revolution has been
explained in our literature and
in video
https://youtu.be/orrfbF9oNt8
and it is working, more
members are coming forward
to stand as ‘independent’
candidates in elections. Under
our slogan ‘people not
We have seen a great
politicians’.
increase in membership at theThe political class have
start of this new year
forsaken you, they take no
especially with the number of notice what so ever of your
young people joining. I want marches and demonstrations
to take this opportunity to
and they have completely
reiterate what NBU is all
destroyed the credibility of
about.
the old nationalist parties who
We believe in localism, people just managed to poll votes in
working in their own home- the double figures now!
towns, in their own
Who knows better than you
communities. People getting the problems your home-town
involved with their
faces? Find a cause and fight
communities and becoming for it, fight for the people you
leaders in their own
live with, fight for family and
communities. Going on coach friends forget the rest of the
trips to demonstrate hundredscountry concentrate all your
of miles away from where you efforts on your little bit of
live is a fruitless waste of
Britain, an independent
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NEW BRITISH FASCISM
British Fascism is a
No one who understands
the illusion of childhood that
revolutionary movement, and Fascism would strive to
freedom rests in everyone
Fascists must live in the spirit impose Government upon the talking at once and each
of revolution. We seek to
people against their will. Their individual pursuing what
achieve that revolution
Government must rest on the appears to be their personal
through the future vote of the willing consent of the people interest regardless of the
people for good reasons. We or it will fail.
common welfare. In national
affairs as in the daily business
Those who represent Fascism of adult individuals we will
as the violent seizure of
substitute the obligations of
power by a minority against manhood for the anarchy of
the will of the people entirely the nursery.
misunderstand and
misrepresent its true
Fascism is a revolution of the
character. Those are methods mind and spirit and must be
of the past which only survive bought to the people as a
in small countries which have whole, we have to use not
temporarily succumbed to a only every instrument of
military coup d’etat. The
propaganda, but the faith
character of British Fascism within us to convert the mass
differs completely from such of the people. Fascism is the
methods of the past.
leadership of a dedicated
minority who by the force of
New British Union is a
their will and conviction will
movement of revolution of
convert a whole people to a
authority and discipline. But new world idea. In our ranks
the discipline is voluntary
we illustrate this voluntary
willingly accepted by a free discipline, the self abnegation
are the better revolutionaries people for the great purpose and the acceptance of
because we employ legal
of national regeneration. It is leadership. By the force of
methods of persuasion and the choice of people who
these principles we have built
conviction.
have learnt the obvious
a nation wide movement. This
lesson that to pull together is the creed of revolutionaries
This is the difference between gives greater strength than to dedicated to a faith and
revolutions that succeed and pull apart.
bound together by Fascist
those that fail. No revolution
Brotherhood.
can endure that does not rest The leadership principle of
on the will of the people, to Fascism is the acceptance of GARY RAIKES
create a new civilisation they the equally plain fact that
must stabilise revolution. That direction must come from
can not be done without the some authority if any complex
consent and co-operation of operations or corporate
the people, and without it
purpose is to succeed.
revolution means nothing and Fascism, in fact, is the creed
our labours would be in vain. of a nation that has discarded
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Featured Regional
Officers

New British Union I realised
me and my family and indeed
all our youth deserve a fascist
future.
I'm regional officer for North
East England now and
thoroughly enjoying my role
and time in the NBU. I have
immersed myself with the
doctrines of Mussolini and Sir
Oswald (more Mosley than
Benito).

I embrace the fascist brand
and everything that goes with
it. I feel we can all do a lot
more to bring it to the
forefront anyone wishing to
contact me can do so through
Ken Kingsbury
the website.
NBU South West
John Forrester
I am 45 years old, married
NBU North East
with four children (2 girls and I am 45 years old, married
2 Boys), three of whom are with four children (2 girls and
I am a company director
now adults while my youngest 2 Boys), three of whom are
based in Newcastle. I was a son is 12 and has just started now adults while my youngest
member of the BNP from the his first year in secondary
son is 12 and has just started
ages 18-22. Went to the
school. We live in Bristol and his first year in secondary
Scottish meetings with Nick both myself and my wife both school. We live in Bristol and
Griffin at the Swallow Hotel in work full time.
both myself and my wife both
2003 where I first met Gary. The leader has a great vision work full time.
However, as with many I
not just Mosley ideas but his Like many of the people that
became disenfranchised with own. Being loyal to Leader
have joined our organisation I
the BNP, I left and joined the and party is not only my duty increasingly found that the
WNP with a few local boys
and honour it is a good time city I have lived in all my life
but my stay there was very to be fascist and be proud of has becoming alien to me and
short lived as there was no our party.
the country as a whole seems
real direction it disbanded.
to be slowly but surely
Here's to a champion 2017. changing and not for the
After a break from far right
better.
politics i joined the
John Thomson Forrester Bristol like so many cities up
conservatives, paid member AIIRSM
and down the breadth of
for a few years right up until I North East NBU Regional Britain is suffering from a
watched the leaders YouTube Officer
huge and unsustainable
video and came across the
population increase. Bristol
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now has according to the
Brexit will happen and be of on... I knew it was time to
local council 91 languages
benefit to the people but with stop complaining about things
spoken within the city limits in our governments track record and get out there and make a
contrast you can compare this I am a little worried it will just positive change. This change
to 30 years ago when there end up a Brexit on there
can only come about by
was only 5 officially
terms not ours.
reshaping the entire political
recognised by the council and I like most people are fed up process and as Mosley himself
these peoples/languages
with the constant rhetoric
once said "the only way is the
came from colonial or
from politicians about the
third way" and that my
commonwealth countries.
benefits of immigration.....Its friends is the Fascist state.
This increase In uncontrolled a LIE !
I know we have a massive
immigration has now brought An example of this is about mountain to climb as most of
our country to its knees,
10 years ago the the Labour our people don't really
schools housing, hospitals
government purposely and
understand Fascism all they
every social program created knowingly stopped nurses
know is the Hollywood
to better the lives of the
training for native British
version spun to them through
British has been overwhelmed people this then lead after a biased school curriculums and
and underfunded by
few years to a country wide false media narratives.
consecutive governments. I nursing shortage which was Blackshirts and Fascists are
see first hand the pressures then filled with cheap foreign not evil world dominating
put upon the NHS by nonhealthcare workers from
monsters, we are intelligent,
native peoples from the
abroad.
articulate people who want
Europe which is causing the It was all done to lower the the best for our loved ones
breakdown of this once great wages and prosperity of the our country and ultimately
institution.
doctors and nurses and
our people.
I would like to add that this healthcare professionals
It is not an easy thing to go
pressure on services is not
already in this country and to against what mainstream
coming from the indigenous save the government money. beliefs are, to stand proud
British/Europeans themselves The savings from this was
and say to people " I am a
but as a result of open border then filtered away to the
Fascist and I believe in my
policies implemented by
corrupt EU and other useless country and people" but those
bought and paid for
causes. This decision in turn that do shine a light in the
politicians on both sides of
reduced care and standards darkness that others can
the political spectrum who
across the country massively. follow.
favour communist/socialist
This same government tactic Our people need to awaken
ideas and globalist banking has been used across most from this media dominated
agendas over the prosperity professions including
coma they have been living in
and welfare of the once great teaching, Information
and it is our job, no it is our
British people. LIb/Lab/Con Technology as well as
responsibility to awaken as
governments and EU laws
traditional trades ( plumbers, many as we can and show
over the last 30 years has
electricians etc).
them that this system of
helped create this fractured This brings me to why I
government (democracy) that
and broken society we live in joined The NBU, looking at all fools them into believing the
today. Brexit was a push back these challenges the country government works in there
from the British people
faces from jobs, immigration, interests and on their behave
against these policies. I hope housing, schools the list goes is False, all the governments
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in the west world care about
imposed, and my
is concentrating power and
grandchildren will be offered
wealth to a few privileged
the choice of conversion to
elites be it themselves or their
Islam or death. Those who do
financial masters.
not believe this need only
I wont lecture any of you on
observe in their own
Fascism as I hope we all
communities how many new
know about that already but I
mosques are opening. Many
would like to say that all of us
of these mosques are former
are individuals so are Fascist
churches. I believe that the
views will differ slightly from
English-speaking countries,
person to person, so rather
particularly the U.K. and the
than argue over the small
U.S., can together save
differences like a lot of other
Western Civilization from
Robert Clayton
nationalist groups tend to do
Islamization. I believe that
NBU America
we need to pull together,
NBU has the potential to play
close ranks and become true
a major role in this crusade,
proud Blackshirts under the My name is Robert Clayton. I and I am honoured to accept
am a retired civil servant, and
direction of the Leader.
this appointment.
If we do this and stand strong live in New York. I first
became interested in British
together nothing is
unachievable and we will be fascism as a teenager, when I NEW STOCK IN SOON
was fortunate enough to have
able to move forward
together and save our great seen a televised interview of
nation from those who wish Sir Oswald Mosley. Democracy
Please visit NBU Store and
has failed Western
to do it harm.
Civilization. We are losing our check out our new stock of
countries to third-world
Hail the Leader
immigrants, and may one day
Hail Britannia
be minorities in our own
Hail Victory
homelands. Moreover, by
allowing the infiltration of our
Ken Kingsbury
countries by jihadists, the
political elite of our countries
have committed the greatest
betrayal in history. Muslim
immigration in and of itself,
even absent violent jihad, will
one day destroy our societies
if current immigration and
birthrate trends continue. In
the United States, Muslims,
by virtue of a majority
badges, flags,stickers,mugs
population, will one day
dominate the U.S. Congress, and more!
only Muslims will be elected
president, Sharia Law will be
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Thank you so much for
removed. All those who are a
your email and let me just threat to sovereignty must be
say what a joy it was to named and hopefully
read the booklet. I'm
removed. I will see my people
relieved to at last hear that freed.
others share my views on
British life and how we should E.W
move forward for the future
of the next generations. So I
would like to say you have my As I have said before I
support and help in any way I cannot, as an English
can with building this long
Nationalist, agree with
awaited for movement.
everything about the NBU but
Welcome to issue 7 of The
their enthusiasm and ideas
Blackshirt the first of this new J.M
really put all other Nationalist
year which features letters
groups to shame. Then again
from our latest members.
I have always thought that
Europe is a dying
uniforms, flags and marching
continent. Britain is a
songs help to unify folk.
I am currently a member
dying country. Those who
of UKIP, but fond myself
rule us care nothing for
G.S
dissatisfied by their
our lives, and only want
current actions and lack of
our destruction. Our culture I have taken up the call
a charismatic leader. I am
is being tainted by politically and will be standing as a
taking a huge step in what I
correct poison, which allows independent candidate in the
secretly believe to be the
other cultures to come here local elections this year. I
right direction, with the full
and dominate. This is a
have received my info pack
knowledge of fascism's
problem. Capitalist
and just want to thank you, I
unpopularity. I aim to become
consumerism reduces the
feel at last that I am really
physically capable and well
average British citizen into a doing something positive NBU
read to defend, not just
slave for products that we
are clearly the way forward
myself, but the family unit,
don't need, the central banks for real patriots
British freedoms and the
place all western nations into
rights which we as individuals
a endless cycle of debt. The P.H
must protect ourselves.
only mainstream opposition to
I doubt this risk of popularity
this is communism, an equally At last a movement that
that I take in becoming part
vile and destructive ideology. knows what it is doing, I
of the NBU is one that I will
I'm not prepared to sit back will not be renewing my
regret, and I look forward to
and allow this to happen.
membership with the party I
this movement being realised
Action must be taken,
am with as I pay my fees and
for the true alternative path
national action, and it starts hear nothing from them
that it is. Hail victory and hail
with people like me. The
unless its for more money!
the Britain of tomorrow that
advocates of the cancerous NBU all the way.
we should strive towards.
ideologies that make us
slaves must be named and
B.G
E.H

HAVE YOUR SAY
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Within the year I will be
turning twenty-one,
thousands like myself, school
friends of yesterday, have
grown up ready to take our
place in society. We smile
with the optimism of youth,
while the older generation
criticise us freely – our bad
habits, fashion and
unconventional attitude to
life, and many other things.

logic and action.

NBU Fighting Fund

This is why Fascism is
sweeping over Britain, why
the youth are daily swelling
the Blackshirt ranks in their
hundreds. They know that in
Fascism is a policy of logic
harnessed to action. They
know that it is the only policy
which can save Britain and
the honour of our sacred
dead. Therefore they unite
Yes, we smile, but behind our and are bound together in a
smiling faces lie somewhat
common cause.
bitter hearts, and dogged
determination to win through We have the necessary
despite the crisis and chaos determination, the spirit of
which the political class have our county men who died and
bought about.
those who returned, and are
out to fight the greatest war
The lessons of the past
ever fought. A war against
combined with the
lethargy and apathy, misrule
environment which we have and chaos, a war in which we To ensure all the planned
been bought upon has
shall destroy greed, envy,
events and others go
prepared us to sacrifice all in hate and distrustfulness, and ahead please donate to
our efforts to turn the
replace them by
our fighting fund, every
tremendous sacrifice of our brotherliness, goodwill and
penny will be used to
forefathers, at present futile, true citizenship.
further the fascist cause
to one of triumph. They died
in Britain, every penny
“that we might live”. We shall NBU have lit the “Flame
will be another nail in the
live, live for an idea and not Invisible” and it will never die. coffin lid of the political
elite as every penny will
rest till we have achieved, for From heart to heart it will
we are out to build a Greater spread until this land which fund a fascist future!
Britain of which they would we love so well is purged of DONATE ON SITE HERE
http://newbritishunion.co.uk/
be proud.
filth and corruption and
Britain once again becomes propaganda-appeal.html
DONATE BY CHEQUE OR P.O
We who yesterday were the Great.
Gary Raikes
future generation are today
Hill of colp croft
the present, and in our hands Tom Atkins
Turriff
lies the future of tomorrow.
Aberdeenshire
Our hearts are bitter, we are
AB53 8HL
no longer satisfied with
emotional outbursts of old
liberal Marxists, we demand
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British Fascism is a
Fascism would strive to
freedom rests in everyone
revolutionary movement, impose Government upon the talking at once and each
and Fascists must live in people against their will. Their individual pursuing what
the spirit of revolution. We Government must rest on the appears to be their personal
seek to achieve that
willing consent of the people interest regardless of the
revolution through the future or it will fail.
common welfare. In national
vote of the people for good
affairs as in the daily business
reasons. We are the better
Those who represent Fascism of adult individuals we will
revolutionaries because we as the violent seizure of
substitute the obligations of
employ legal methods of
power by a minority against manhood for the anarchy of
persuasion and conviction.
the will of the people entirely the nursery.
misunderstand and
This is the difference between misrepresent its true
Fascism is a revolution of the
revolutions that succeed and character. Those are methods mind and spirit and must be
those that fail. No revolution of the past which only survive bought to the people as a
can endure that does not rest in small countries which have whole, we have to use not
on the will of the people, to temporarily succumbed to a only every instrument of
military coup d’etat. The
propaganda, but the faith
character of British Fascism within us to convert the mass
differs completely from such of the people. Fascism is the
methods of the past.
leadership of a dedicated
minority who by the force of
New British Union is a
their will and conviction will
movement of revolution of
convert a whole people to a
authority and discipline. But new world idea. In our ranks
the discipline is voluntary
we illustrate this voluntary
willingly accepted by a free discipline, the self abnegation
people for the great purpose and the acceptance of
of national regeneration. It is leadership. By the force of
the choice of people who
these principles we have built
have learnt the obvious
a nation wide movement in
lesson that to pull together less than two years. This is
gives greater strength than to the creed of revolutionaries
pull apart.
dedicated to a faith and
bound together by Fascist
The leadership principle of
Brotherhood.
Fascism is the acceptance of
the equally plain fact that
create a new civilisation they direction must come from
Gary Raikes
must stabilise revolution. That some authority if any complex
can not be done without the operations or corporate
consent and co-operation of purpose is to succeed.
the people, and without it
Fascism, in fact, is the creed
revolution means nothing and of a nation that has discarded
our labours would be in vain. the illusion of childhood that
No one who understands
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Last year I began to take And then arose the New
bankers & white collar
an interest in the
British Union of Fascists. I
professional folks lived, this
economic situation of
was impressed and had
was up until around the mid
Britain, I took a closer look several serious talks with a
1950s, when the first wave of
at the political situation at the Fascist of my acquaintance. I ' uncontrolled immigration'
same time. The germ of
was then convinced that it
came into Derby ( and Britain
distrust and fear was planted was my duty to join NBU and in general) aboard HMS
in by mind, and there it found to try to persuade my friends Windrush'. Many of these
a fertile soil. My ambitions
to do likewise, I therefore
incomers settled in
began to fade, I saw no hope dedicated myself to the cause Normanton, and caused great
of progress with the good
and became a Fascist.
anxiety and distress amongst
ship UK steered by a crew
the Indigenous residents,
composed of out of touch
Although a member of only thus in turn caused ' white
toffs and traitors, rocked by two months I am proud of the flight ' seeing many Derbians
the red wave of discontent, NBU and of its leader. Here in move to another part of the
an also-ran in the race for the the North it is making
city which hadn't yet been '
port of world supremacy.
progress, it is obvious to all culturally enriched'. As the
patriotic and sensible Britons, years rolled on and more
Today, however, my ambitions and especially to our youth, foreigners came, who largely
have been renewed and my that it is the only solution and where descendants from third
faith in Britain has increased, will finally emerge triumphant world uncivilized countries,
for I have seen the advent of to bring Britain to peace and the area's became ghettos &
a new force which will, I am prosperity once more.
true to type , the English
confident, bring back our
Suburbia deteriorated until
country to the peak of
Young NBU member
they resembled something
prosperity, strength for her
like Nairobi, instead of
tribulations, and triumph over
Normanton.
her difficulties. My hopes
Dear Editor
You see, it doesn't matter
have been rekindled by
I'm writing in regards of where the immigrant hordes
Fascism.
the headline on page 7, ' descend from, they still have '
Disgusting rubbish piled third world mentality' and see
I was aware of the presence on street, stops children nothing wrong with dumping
of new fascism in the world of from playing ' 16/01/17. rubbish on the streets,
political activity, but that was
because it's what they would
all. Like my friends I was
.....Shocking isn't it?, well not do in their own country. So
totally dis-interested in
really, you see, what I'm
until the immigrant problem is
politics at the time. I did not going to say, may sit
reversed, things will never
agree with the communist
uncomfortable with certain
improve, no matter how much
element that infested my
types of people, who choose of British taxpayers money is
University in the midst of
to be ' blinkered from facts'. wasted on addressing the '
normally sane, healthyLet me explain... The
litter/dumping issue'. Sad but
minded people. I had and still Normanton region of Derby true.
have a supreme contempt for was once a well healed area,
these mob-law anti-British
where the likes of doctors,
Michael Sharpe.
reds.
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It is distressing to realise could be ours.
LEADERS NEW
how widespread and great
YEAR MESSAGE
is the loss of that power On all sides our enemies
of national unity which
press grimly on,determined to
once attracted the
bring the once glorious Britain In New British Union men
admiration of all who
down into ruin. Fighting the and women have joined
came to Britain and made hardest battle we ever faced together in rediscovering
this nation determined to we are disunited, without the the greatest idea this
country has ever known.
carry on against any odds. strength of that unity and
An idea so great and so dear
mutual co-operation which
In the past great storms of
made us the leading nation of to them that the storms of
violence, of victimization, of
bloodshed and misery,
the world.
every form of abuse and
poverty and disaster, have
attack have hardened them
loomed blackly over our
We have an inept
heads. Cannons have
government, without strength and created a comradeship
boomed, and brought our
of purpose or ability, run by more durable, more splendid
sons to heroic deaths. The
men who sold their national in its spirit than anything that
lightening of intrigue has
birthright upon the planks of has yet been conceived by
played and darted with
party platforms. These men man.
vicious intent towards the
entrusted by the nation to
Those who came to join the
Motherland. But the men and rule and give justice have led struggle found a new joy, a
women of Britain have stood us to ruin by jumping like
new idea, a new life. Their
fast, shoulder to shoulder,
puppets whenever their
hopes and aspirations became
conscious of their unity, facing
one with the hopes and
whatever came with calm
aspirations of their creed, no
deliberation because they
line divides them from their
knew that where they stood,
movement, they are one, one
stood Britain.
hope, one spirit. It is this
spirit that has prompted our
Ready to die should the grim
members to make great
necessity arise, they faced
sacrifices.
what must have seemed
What prevents a united
insurmountable obstacles.
people marching into their
Common misery was faced
heritage? The national press
with common resolve. They
is one stream of lies, the
united to preserve national
press which is controlled and
integrity from disruption.
abused by the money-power.
masters have pulled strings, The propagandist depravities
In unity lies strength, as has have tricked and deluded the of the BBC, poisoning the
been proven a million times. entire country, so that all the minds of this generation,
But today? We have little or dignity and fair-play it once polluting the minds of our
no national life, weary and
children. Every trick and twist
represented lie trampled in
disheartened from enforced the dust of their dirty,
to delude and fool the people,
multiculturalism our Britain is scheming individual careers. not only with lies but with
split and broken unconscious
apathy. The needle of apathy
of the national strength that Gary Raikes
thrust into the arteries of the
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nation to keep them quiet, to we have the manhood and
is this? Does it belong to
stop them from possessing
the courage to hold it, to
those who love it and who are
what is rightly theirs, because preserve that heritage for our prepared to sacrifice their all
the British people in
people which was bequeathed and are doing so in its
possession of their own
to us, an opportunity for the interests. Or does it belong to
means the dispossession of present from our own great those who put the
the exploiter and the usurper. past.
contemptible notion of party
If we can achieve British
The urge of our people to
bigotry before the interests of
Union as we did in the last
march into their mighty
the nation.
two world wars, when we
heritage finds expression in There can be no justification
were lit by the radiance of
the modern movement of the for the assertion at this stage
that moment in the
British union, which rises
in the history of a formerly
courageous determination of above a corrupt system ruled great and prosperous
all that a great nation should by the political elite. With us industrial nation that every
live and be free, if today we is the heart of our people,
party has a right to try its
can achieve that union, not and the urge of our people, to hand at its own methods.
for purposes of destruction, march on, in strength, in
Without the will of the people
but for purposes of creation union at last to scatter the
directed and raised to the
and construction, if we can handful of enemies and break patriotic rendering of service
but bring together this great the shackles that bind us.
to the community before self
and inspired people in British The nation , composed as it is and party legislation is
union and light them again
of individuals, each
powerless. Raise the spirit of
with the resolve to live and be possessing their own political the people to that, and you
great, then let all the forces opinions, is suffering from a have the safeguard of the
of decadence come against thorough lack of singleness of nation accomplished.
us, let all the forces of evil
purpose. It is in that lethargic Will you prove yourselves true
strike at us in vain.
state where differences of
Britons and be fearless and
But one thing must be, the
intention and confusion of
be 'up and up them', or will
union of the people. Because aims slow any possibility of a others with a greater
salvation will come from the return to prosperity. It is even animation and a truer fighting
people alone, it won’t come doubtful if the best and well spirit have to show the way?
from the press or moneydisposed citizens realise that, We British Fascists may not
power, or the parties kept by while they admit there is
have numerical power but we
the money-power. Salvation something wrong somewhere are not lacking in the will and
must come from the people, they are making no effort to in the spirit. Our flesh is not
and that is how the birth and find a way out, and still less weak. We will lead if you are
dawn of Union has come!
trouble themselves to
willing to follow, make British
At the end of this second year exercise their minds on the Fascism a reality in 2017.
it spreads across a nation, all matter.
the forces of decadence
For centuries we have had
Gary Raikes
huddling in coalition and
ceaseless talk, talk, talk in the
trying every means to check Houses of parliament, it is
us if they can, have failed. We becoming increasingly
see before us the land which obvious that they are failing
we can make our own, the
to function as the safeguard
land our fore-fathers won. If of democracy. Whose country
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OUR TIME WILL COME
Since the start of this year we for it is they who are our
enemy and thus the
have seen an increase in
people calling for action, to enemy of the people. Our
take to the streets, fight back time will come if we are
willing to work for it and the
etc, etc. I want to make it
clear that none of them speak first step is to unite under the
NBU ‘people not Politicians’
for NBU. Promoting and
supporting violence will lead banner, come together in
to proscription of groups and ‘Action in Unity’ the symbol of
imprisonment of individuals. the Flash and Circle of New
The breaking of the law will British Fascism and help lead
our country to a brighter
result in rightful
future. Localism is the way
repercussions. NBU fully
supports law and order not to forward.
do so would go against
everything Mosley stood for. Gary Raikes
Hate filled rants on social
media do nothing to further
our cause, in fact they have
the opposite effect.
If you wish to help then get
involved in your local
communities and take our
message to your people on a
grass-roots level, do
something for and in your
own community, you have to
put something in before you
get anything back. There is
no quick fix and can be no
wins at the ballot box without
laying foundations. The age
of nationalist parties in Britain
is over UKIP are now
positioning themselves as the WANTED NEWS & VIEWS
alternative party, the antiestablishment vote, the
Please send articles, letters
populist party. It is up to us to and news to ;
build a real movement of
press@newbritishunion.co.uk
patriots while sham
democracy is being played
out. We must become the real
alternative to the political elite
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